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bandwidth are also limited per socket; contemporary storage
systems support upwards of 80 hard disk drives (HDDs) per
storage server [7].
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Abstract—With the emergence of multi-core and multi-socket
non-uniform memory access (NUMA) platforms in recent years,
new software challenges have arisen to use them efficiently. In the
field of high performance computing (HPC), parallel programming has always been the key factor to improve applications
performance. However, the implications of parallel architectures
in the system software has been overlooked until recently. In
this work, we examine the implications of such platforms in
the performance scalability of the Lustre parallel distributed file
system’s metadata server (MDS). We run our experiments on a
four socket NUMA platform that has 48 cores. We leverage the
mdtest benchmark to generate appropriate metadata workloads
and include configurations with varying numbers of active cores
and mount points. Additionally, we compare Lustre’s metadata
scalability with the local file systems ext4 and XFS. The results
demonstrate that Lustre’s metadata performance is limited to a
single socket and decreases when more sockets are used. We also
observe that the MDS’s back-end device is not a limiting factor
regarding the performance.
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Figure 1: Lustre performance of the create and unlink
operations with respect to the number of active cores and CPU
utilization during experiment runs.

I NTRODUCTION

Servers used in current high performance computing (HPC)
systems tend to use multiple sockets with non-uniform memory
access (NUMA) architectures. Software developers have to
efficiently exploit the increasing number of cores per socket to
make full use of these systems. Furthermore, it is necessary to
take special care when accessing memory because non-optimal
accesses can negatively impact performance [1]. Although
many applications have already adapted to such architectures
system software is still in the early stage. Researchers are
working towards this direction proposing new operating system
designs suitable for multi-core architectures [2], [3], [4].

In this paper, we focus our research on the parallel distributed file system Lustre [8]. Figure 1 shows the scaling
behavior of Lustre’s metadata server and operations (in this
case, create and unlink) when increasing the number of
active cores on a four socket machine. Each socket consists of
12 cores and the number of processes is twice the number of
active cores in this configuration. For the create operation,
we see that even though the CPU utilization is high when using
6 cores, the number of operations per second only increases
as long as only one socket is used; as soon as more sockets
are used, the performance steadily decreases and Lustre can
not make use of the additional cores. The unlink operation
behaves in a similar fashion but the performance increases up
to 18 cores. A more detailed explanation of these effects is
provided in Section III.

Today, large HPC systems are equipped with dedicated
storage systems that have capacities in the range of tens of
petabytes. According to [5], [6] the number of files in such
systems is in the range of billions, where single directories
can host more than millions of files. Scientific applications
often create per-process or per-iteration files, resulting in large
amounts of metadata operations within the parallel file system.
Due to this, as the number of cores – and consequently,
processes – increases, high metadata performance becomes
important for overall file system performance.

The main contributions of this paper are: i) an extensive
performance evaluation and analysis of the create and
unlink operations in Lustre, ii) a comparison of Lustre’s
metadata performance with the local file systems ext4 and
XFS, and iii) the identification of hardware best suited for
Lustre’s metadata server.

In contrast to data servers, metadata server requests are
mainly small random accesses, making latency an important
factor. Multi-core and multi-socket platforms can be used to
serve many metadata requests in parallel. Apart from that,
using multi-socket systems allows increasing the maximum
amount of main memory since it is limited per socket. Moreover, the amount of storage devices and the maximum storage

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
gives a short overview of Lustre. Next, Section III presents
experimental results of our evaluation. Afterwards, Section IV
discusses related work in the field. Finally, Section V summarizes our findings.
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II.

L USTRE FILE SYSTEM

III.

E VALUATION

In this section we present the experimental results from
Lustre’s MDS evaluation. Moreover, in order to identify potential bottlenecks imposed by the Linux kernel we also evaluate
the local file system metadata performance.

Lustre is an open-source, POSIX-compliant, parallel distributed file system that is widely used in HPC systems [8],
[9] and is implemented in the Linux kernel. The left side
of Figure 2 illustrates the generic Lustre architecture. Lustre
separates metadata and data servers. The metadata servers
(MDSs) are responsible for maintaining the file system tree,
permissions, etc. File I/O is handled by the object storage
servers (OSSs). Metadata and data are stored on the metadata
targets (MDTs) and the object storage targets (OSTs) that are
attached to the MDSs and the OSSs, respectively. Lustre uses
a back-end file system for data storage. Currently, ldiskfs
and ZFS [10] are supported. In our evaluation we leverage
ldiskfs, which is based on ext4 [11].

A. Testbed specifications
To conduct our evaluation we use a four socket server,
called M AGNY, consisting of: i) a Supermicro motherboard
model H8QG6 [15], ii) 4× AMD Opteron 6168 Magny-Cours
12-core processors running at 1.9 GHz [16], iii) 128 GB of
DDR3 main memory running at 1,333 MHz, iv) a Western
Digital Caviar Green 2 TB SATA2 HDD and v) 2× Samsung
840 Pro Series 128GB SATA3 SSDs.
Each socket of M AGNY has 2 NUMA nodes and supports
quad-channel DDR3 [17] memory. The sockets are interconnected using 16-bit AMD HyperTransport [18] (version 3.0)
that has a maximum unidirectional bandwidth of 10.4 GB/s.
Figure 3 illustrates the block diagram of the server components. The actual memory layout is important to know
because accessing remote memory is slower than accessing
local memory; consequently, NUMA-unaware applications often suffer from latency and network bandwidth penalties. The
measured memory throughput on M AGNY is ≈ 8.7 GB/s for
local accesses, while remote accesses decrease performance
by about 55 % to ≈ 4.0 GB/s.

Figure 2: Lustre’s general architecture (left side) and metadata
operation path (right side).

On the right side of Figure 2, we illustrate the metadata
operation path. On the client side, the operations are initiated
from the user space and propagated to the virtual file system
(VFS). Then, the llite Lustre module forwards the metadata
requests to the mdc module. ptlrpc allows to reorder the
handling of remote procedure calls (RPCs) on the servers.
The communication between the servers and clients is handled
by the lnet (Lustre networking) module. On the server
side, lnet accepts the request and forwards it to ptlrpc.
Afterwards, the request is propagated to the mdd module,
which uses the back-end file system modules to serve the
request. A more detailed explanation of Lustre internals can
be found in [12].
The following Lustre modules consumed more than 0.1 %
of CPU time during our experiments: osd_ldiskfs connects ldiskfs with Lustre. obdclass code is a generic
Lustre configuration and device handling module. libcfs
provides an API to support fundamental primitives and subsystems such as process management and debugging. lvfs
is a permission interface. mdd and mdt implement metadata
handling. The journaling block device (jbd2) provides a filesystem-independent interface for file system journaling and is
used by ext4.

Figure 3: M AGNY motherboard block diagram.
M AGNY runs CentOS 6.4 with the patched Lustre kernel
version 2.6.32-358.6.2.el6. For all the experiments we set
the Linux governor to performance, which operates all
the cores at the maximum frequency and gets the maximum
memory bandwidth [19].
B. Lustre MDS measurements
We use mdtest [20] to generate metadata workloads for
the Lustre MDS evaluation. This MPI-parallelized benchmark
runs in phases, where in each phase a single type of POSIX
metadata operation (create, stat or unlink) is issued
to the underlying file system. To avoid interferences between
phases, we unmount the file system and drop the kernel caches
after each phase. For the evaluation, we only focus on the
file creation (create) and removal (unlink) operations;
we do not consider the stat operation since its performance
also depends on the OSSs. Also, in order to minimize the
contention among the mdtest processes, we assign a private

In recent releases of Lustre there have been several improvements in metadata operation handling and performance.
Symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) improvments have been
added in version 2.0 and 2.1. From version 2.3, the performance in shared directories has been optimized using fine
grained directory locking. In version 2.4 the Distributed Name
spacE (DNE) was introduced, allowing the metadata to be
distributed across multiple MDTs [13]. The second phase
of the DNE, launched in version 2.6, allows to stripe a
single directory across multiple MDTs. A design for SMP
improvements in the Lustre’s MDS is illustrated in [14].
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directory per process. Our working set consists of 500,000
files, which is sufficient to obtain reproducible results. Using
more files causes performance drops because the directory
grows too large; the scaling curves still remain the same,
however. We use the Lustre 2.4 RPMs as provided in [21]. To
the best of our knowledge, no work has been done in newer
versions that would significantly alter our results and they
should therefore still represent Lustre’s current state regarding
metadata scalability concerning multi-core and multi-socket
platforms.

Module
ptl-rcp
obdclass
mdtest
ldiskfs
lnet
libcfs
osd_ldiskfs
jbd2
mdt
lvfs
lustre
lod
lov
mdd
mdc
mdt

create
1M
12 M
2.38
11.38
1.56
7.53
<0.1
<0.1
1.30
6.53
0.82
3.75
0.68
30.6
0.47
2.61
0.45
2.15
0.36
2.11
0.30
1.74
0.29
1.70
0.18
1.06
<0.1
<0.1
0.18
1.03
0.13
0.71
<0.1
<0.1

unlink
1M
12 M
3.04
11.67
3.03
12.86
1.46
3.66
0.62
3.12
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
0.43
2.10
0.38
1.26
<0.1
<0.1
0.44
1.97
0.42
1.84
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
0.42
1.87

create
12 C
24 C
<0.1
<0.1
6.38
3.58
4.22
3.59
5.30
2.26
<0.1
<0.1
2.61
1.28
2.16
0.86
1.76
0.97
<0.1
<0.1
1.41
0.98
1.32
0.56
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
1.65
0.30
<0.1
<0.1
1.65
0.73

unlink
12 C
24 C
<0.1
<0.1
12.96
8.57
<0.1
<0.1
3.01
1.70
3.24
2.17
3.30
2.04
2.06
1.11
1.23
0.78
<0.1
<0.1
1.93
1.60
1.81
0.88
<0.1
<0.1
1.10
0.55
0.9
0.42
<0.1
<0.1
1.84
0.97

Table I: For the Lustre experiments, CPU utilization (in %)
of Linux modules during create and unlink operations
obtained with the oprofile tool. The first and last four
columns stand for the configurations with different numbers
of mount points and active cores, respectively.

To identify inefficiencies caused by the Linux kernel or the
back-end file system we also evaluate local file systems. We
choose ext4 (that is the base of ldiskfs) and XFS. Although
ZFS is also supported as back-end file system for Lustre, we
did not consider it in our evaluation since previous studies
revealed serious performance limitations in metadata operations [22]. Since metadata performance in local file systems is
much higher than Lustre’s, we increase the file set to 3,000,000
to obtain reproducible results.

We execute the same experiment using the ext4 and XFS
file systems (Figure 5 reports the results). We see that with ext4
the performance also increases as we add more MPs, whereas
for XFS it remains the same regardless of the number of MPs.
Thus we can conclude that this behaviour of Lustre is inherited
by ext4. Apart from the results presented in Figures 4 and 5
we have also measured the impact of the number of MPs when
more cores are used. Our observation is that even with more
cores the metadata performance of Lustre and ext4 does not
increase when more than 12 mount points are used.

Our evaluation consists of four different configurations:
First, we present results mounting the Lustre file system in
multiple points. After that, using the best parameter for the
number of mount points, we evaluate the performance of
Lustre’s MDS while increasing the number of active cores.
Next, we perform experiments binding the mdtest processes
to the sockets. Finally, we explore the impact of the underlying
MDT storage device.

Exclusively for the Lustre case, the modules’ usage for
the configurations with 1 MP and 12 MPs is presented in the
first four columns of Table I. We observe that the usage of
ptl-rcp, obdclass, ldiskfs, osd_ldiskfs, lvfs,
lustre, mdd and mdc is increased by approximately a factor
of 5× from 1 MP to 12 MPs.
create util.
unlink util.

kOps/sec

Moreover, in order to ensure that the I/O activity generated
during the experiments is initiated only from the benchmark,
we format the MDT device without lazy journal initialization.
In our experiments, we use an SSD as the OST and the
cfg device scheduler for the MDT. In the cases of ext4
and XFS, we also use an SSD. We also collect CPU utilization and storage device statistics from the appropriate proc
files during the experiment runs. Additionally, we employ
oprofile [23] to identify the modules consuming the most
CPU cycles. We were not able to collect lock statistics using
the CONFIG_LOCK_STAT kernel option because the resulting
kernel crashed during the experiments.
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Although Lustre is a parallel distributed file system, we
run all the Lustre components on the same server for several
reasons. First, the OSS is idle since we do not execute any data
I/O. Also, preliminary results verified that the performance of
the create and unlink operations is not influenced by the
OSS. Moreover, this has the advantage of eliminating network
delays between Lustre’s clients and MDS, taking into account
that this can lead to a higher contention between them.
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Figure 4: Lustre performance of the create and unlink
operations with respect to the number of mount points and
CPU utilization during the experiments run.

1) Use of multiple mount points: Figure 4 shows the
results for create and unlink operations per second while
mounting the file system using multiple mount points (MPs).
We run 24 mdtest processes on 12 cores (one socket). The
mdtest processes are equally distributed and access the file
system through different mount points. We observe that we
can gain up to 4× more operations per second when 6 MPs
are used. As can be seen, the CPU utilization follows the
same trend as the performance curve. The MDT storage device
utilization starts from an average of less than 5 %, reaching up
to 10 %, for the create operation. For the unlink operation
it increases from 10 % to 20 %.

2) Scaling with the number of cores: Figure 1 presents
the performance scalability of the create and unlink
operations with respect to the number of active cores. We
restrict the amount of active cores with the kernel’s boot
parameter maxcpus. In this configuration, the number of
mount points is constant for all cases and is set to 6; the
number of mdtest processes is double the number of cores.
Using as many mdtest processes as the number of cores
produces the same results. As can be seen, Lustre’s metadata
performance does not improve when more than one socket is
15
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Figure 5: XFS and ext4 file systems’ performance of the
create and unlink operations with respect to the number
of mount points.

Figure 7: XFS and ext4 file systems’ performance of the
create and unlink operations when mdtest are we
increase the number of cores.

used. The CPU utilization of the Linux modules presented in
the last four columns of Table I reveals that for all modules
there is a drop by a factor of 2 when going from one to
two sockets. Experiments with ext4 and XFS using the same
parameters (results reported in Figure 7) reveal that their
performance also decreases as we add more cores. Thus we
can suspect that the Linux kernel is the limiting factor.

3) Back-end device impact: In order to estimate the practical maximum performance of Lustre’s MDS, we run the
previous configuration using a RAM disk as MDT storage
device. For this purpose, we leverage the RAM disk provided
by the Linux kernel. For all cases, we use 6 mount points
(which delivers the best performance when using SSDs), and
vary the number of active cores. Similar to the previous
experiments, the number of mdtest processes is twice the
number of active cores. Figure 8 displays the operations per
second in comparison to the SSDs. As can be seen, the RAM
disk delivers a higher performance for both operations. This
is due to the elimination of iowait time when this device
is used. However, there is not a significant difference between
the RAM disk and the SSD configurations. From the results
we conclude that the MDT storage device is not the limiting
factor for the scalability of Lustre’s MDS when more than one
socket is used.

To gain more insights into this behaviour, we include a
configuration in which we bind the mdtest processes to
the sockets (this is not possible for the Lustre threads that
run inside the Linux kernel without source modification). We
retain the total number of mdtest processes and mount points
and distribute them equally across the sockets. Keeping the
same workload while increasing the number of cores will
decrease the potential resource contention. From the results
illustrated in Figure 6, we observe that the performance of the
create operation drops, whereas the unlink performance
improves. Moreover, the CPU utilization decreases when more
sockets are used for both operations. This is due to the
increase of processing power for the same workload. The MDT
storage device utilization increases for the unlink operation
(from 21 % to 25 %) and decreases for the create operation
(from 10 % to 8 %) when more cores are used. One reason
that justifies the performance improvement of the unlink
operation is the use of more kernel threads running in parallel,
thus avoiding the competition with mdtest processes.
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Figure 8: Lustre performance of the create and unlink
operations using different back-end devices.
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Performance evaluation and optimizations of metadata operations in parallel file systems have been attracting interest
from the storage research community. Alam et al. have evaluated the performance of metadata operations in Lustre and
GPFS [24], [25]. In their study they have measured the implications of the network overhead on the file systems’ scalability.
Additionally, they have compared metadata performance when
using HDDs and SSDs as storage devices. Shipman et al. have
proposed several optimizations that can be used to improve the
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unlink RAM disk
unlink SSD

0
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Figure 6: Lustre performance of the create and unlink
operations when mdtest processes are bound to the sockets
and CPU utilization during the experiment run.
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processors for Lustre’s MDS: As shown previously, increasing
the processor clock rate by a factor of two also doubles the
number of metadata operations. Using more sockets, however,
has – at best – only a negligible positive effect on performance.

performance of metadata operations in Lustre [26]. Several
improvements in the metadata performance of PVFS [27] are
presented in [28].
Furthermore, a substantial amount of research is dealing
with multi-core and shared-memory NUMA architectures. The
importance of proper locking is discussed in [29] which covers
concurrency from the early stage of computers until today’s
real-world experience. Wait-free synchronization [30] can be
used to exploit concurrency. A suite of microbenchmarks to
measure scalability to multi-cores is presented in [31]. In the
Linux kernel Read-Copy-Update [32] and NUMA support [33]
have been added to improve performance scalability in multicore and NUMA systems. Boyd-Wickizer et al. have performed
an analysis of the Linux kernel while running on a 48-core
server in [1]. They have used seven applications with different
characteristics to perform their evaluation. However, they have
not included the full I/O path since they have stored the data
in tmpfs. Boyd-Wickizer et. al in [2] also report bottlenecks
in the Linux kernel.
V.
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